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Answer the following
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Answer any three of the following
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Mention the height of tipping for tlifferent types
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Answer any three of the following
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What are the different types of weeds? Define each with examples.
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Narrate the nature of damage caused by helopeltis. Describe the control measures of it.
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How does water logging affect the growth of tea plant and field in disease occurenco?
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Describe the cold weather management practices.
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What are the important leaf diseases of tea? Name one agal and two primary root rot diseases

of tea. Under what situation tea bushes are attacked by violet mot rot?
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'l{irswer any four of the following

questions.
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(a) What is the difference between Black Plucking and Standard

Plucking? What are the points one

should take into consideration at the time ofplucking?
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What is 'Plucking round'? Describe the care and handling of green leaves'
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Describe the nature of damage caused by Red spider mite. How to control it by adopting
differcnt cultural Practics
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(d)

What are the objectives oflonger pruning cycle? What are the factors that infiuence the choice
a

pruning cYcle?
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